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One of the other advantages of ETFs is that

index tracking funds which track a particular

unlike ILPs, ETFs issue dividends, though there are

index, such as the STI, Nikkei, S&P 500 indexes.

dividend paying unit trusts as well. ETFs also do

These Exchange traded funds work similarly like

not have continuous investment charges,

unit trusts in a way that they are open-ended

distribution costs, fund management fees, etc.,

investment funds or unit trusts which are listed and

however they do have a management charge of

traded on a stock exchange. They are typically

less than 1% pa which is still much cheaper than

designed with the objective to track the

ILPs.

performance of a specific benchmark, such as a
stock index. Investors can buy or sell units these

ETFs also can be used to track certain markets

ETFs at market prices any time during the trading

that individual investors may not be able to

hours on an exchange, just like how stocks of listed

access to, and ETFs have also taken up a

companies are transacted on the exchange.

different type of variation. An investor bullish in
gold, can now even purchase Gold ETFs.

One of the reasons why index tracking ETFs have
been lauded in recent years is because they have

ETFs are a structured product that can take many

a lower risk compared to purchasing an individual

variations and forms as per the product issuer.

share, if a person invests a lump sum into an

However, ETFs also have their disadvantages,

individual share, the current value of the lump sum

ETFs are prone to tracking errors, whenever a

invested depends on the performance of the

stock in the index the ETF tracks is removed, it

individual share.

takes a while for the index tracking ETF to
register the removal of the stock, thus being

An investment onto an ETF however, is diversified

called a tracking error.

into the various share components that make it up
thus diversifying the risk and reducing the risk

Furthermore, as ETFs are still relatively new, there

compared to investing in an individual share.

could be issues with market volume. Certain ETFs
are still trying to gain traction in their respective

ETFs in Singapore have also taken a life of their

exchanges, and thus liquidity if these ETFs were

own as Singaporean Banks and Brokers have

to be liquidated could be an issue compared to

made it accessible to the public whereby

ILPs, where the insurer serves as a market maker

consumers can purchase ETFs with as little as $100

whereby funds can be purchased, liquidated or

a month via the local banks, and they also get to

fund switched anytime.

use dollar cost average as well. Supplementary
retirement schemes can also be used for this 100 a
month recurring payments as well.
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In recent years we have seen the advent of

ILPs also allow fund switches seamlessly

premium investment linked policies which can be invested

and without transaction costs. (Editors'

via CPF & Cash, and don’t have assurance and mortality

note: different insurers have different

charges, and pure regular premium investment linked policies

fund switch rules.)

where there are also no assurance and mortality charges,
and the final one is Investment linked policies which have

Pure regular premium ILPs also offer start

coverage and have mortality charges.

up bonus units, loyalty units at different
stages in the policy’s lifetime, these are

For the sake of simplicity and comparison I will only be

free additional units that insurers offer to

comparing single premium ILPs and Regular Premium ILPs

boost ILP returns. Some Pure ILPs also have

which don’t have coverage and mortality charges in them,

a crisis & disability waivers attached to

Single Premium ILPs have a Sum assured death coverage of

them, meaning that in the event of a TPD

105% of the investment amount or in the event of a death,

or critical illness, premiums are waived for

clients can also claim the unit value if the unit value is higher

the remaining premium payment term of

than 105% of the lump sum invested.

the ILP.

This is a plus point over an ETF investment as despite its

Pure ILPs also have rebalancing features,

diversification benefits, in the event of a market meltdown

as insurers allow them to be rebalanced to

even ETFs are not exempt to a significant drop in value, in the

be aligned with clients risk profile. This is a

2008 market crash the STI index dropped as low 1776 points.

benefit that index tracking ETFs don’t
have.

If a person passes on and if his investment in ETFs are in the
red, his dependents will have to liquidate his ETF investments

Features such as these are game

at a loss, however if the same amount of money was invested

changers in the debate between ILPs

in a pure ILP they would have received 105% of unit value or

versus index tracking ETFs.

unit value whichever is higher. (Editor’s note: Pls take note

How investors and financial practitioners

different insurers have different coverage permutations for the

should look at index tracking ETFs and ILPs

ILPs that they sell)

is that both products should complement
one another rather than a debate of

Pure ILPs also offer diversification in the way that certain funds

which is better, Investment has systematic

can have a mix between bonds and equity in different

and non-systematic risks, and also have

percentages, which can thus stabilise the price of the fund

inverse relationships with one another

and make it less susceptible to fluctuations compared to index
tracking ETFs which are mainly made up of equities.
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There are different types of Investment Linked policies, single

Clients have to have their risk profile analyzed and

ILPs also offer death coverage of 105% of unit

after investment objectives of clients have been set,

value or higher in the event of a death, this is a

a suitable mix of investment tools that include ILPs,

major consideration for clients especially retirees.

ETFs and endowment plans should be tailored for

Pure ILPs also can have disability and critical

the client.

illness waivers attached to them meaning that in
the event a client gets a CI or a TPD, his

Each investment tool is manufactured differently

retirement planning or saving need whichever
purpose the ILP was purchased for is settled for

after an analysis of how much risk a client can
stomach has been done, a portfolio must be
constructed to ensure that client’s returns

free though at the horrible cost of being ill, which
I am sure nobody would want.

objectives are met during bullish years, and capital
is preserved and returns earned during bullish years

Pure ILPs also have rebalancing options that index

aren’t eaten away during economic downturns.

tracking ETFs don’t, with that being the case it’s
important for one to know that in the case of Pure

Conclusion

ILPs versus index tracking ETFs, there really isn’t a

In conclusion, index tracking ETFs are a more

clear winner as cost considerations may not

cost effective product that ILPs, many studies

always be a client priority, if it were it would be

have proven so over the years that most fund

index tracking ETFs winning by a long shot, other

managers have failed in beating the market

factors such as rebalancing, capital preservation,

consistently, and part of the reason so is the

death coverage in the event of a calamity in a

plethora of charges in Pure ILPs/ Unit trusts.

long investment horizon are also additional
factors for practitioners to advise their clients.

However despite that, ILPs still have a place in a
person’s portfolio because of diversification
benefits, as ILPs can be structured to have bonds
and equities.
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and has different risk & return considerations and

